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Abstract

The relationships of polarized luminescence (PL) of
ióiutions of polymers containing various luminescent markers
of anthracene structure in the main art side chains and
C LM)

also in the end groups have been considered. The relationship

between the PL of solutions of labeled polymers (with anthra—
cene'- and indole'containing Ltd) and the relaxation spectrum of
the labelled polymer was analyzed. The PL parameters and their
change upon variation of intrauiacroinolecular structure are re
ported for various types oI anthracene—containing LM. The re
lationship between the intramolecular mobility (IMt) of the po—
lymer deterniined by the PL method (nanosecond relaxation pro—
cesses) and the Lnain features of the chemical structure of the
polymer and the formation of intramacromolecular structure is

analyzed for various typ es of structural transitions : randos

coil—d..—helix, random coil—compact structure and random coil—
globule. The random coil—globule transition and its influence
on the 1MiL of the polymer is considered taking as examples linear and comb—like synthetic polymers and polypeptides. The

mobility of the end of the polymer chain and its middle parts
is compared and the participation of the chain end in the processes of the formation of intrarnacroLaolecular structure is
discussed. The extensive possibilities of using the Pb method
for studying multicomponent polymer systems on the basis of
the investigation of Ii for each component (the component
investigated is distinguished by a ui) are shown taking
as examples block copolymers, polymer—polymer complexes, ste—
reopolycoiaplexes and branched and cross—linked polymers with
markers in bridges or linear fragments. The possibilities of
using the Pb method for the solution of various problems of
the chemistry of polymers are considered. The Pb method was
used to study the processes of the formation of branched and
cross—linked polymers and polymer—polymer complexes, the relationships of competing interactions in multicomponent polymer
systems and structural—kinetic heterogeneity of copolymer molecules and its effect on the course of reactions in copolyiser
chains.

being

IW2aODUCTION
Polarized luminescence (Pb) of labeled luminescent macromolecules or macromolecules containing covalently bonded luminescent groups (LG) is the basis of
the polarized luminescence (Pb) method that allows the solution of various
problems of the physics and chemistry of polymers.
The Pb method was found to be fruitful in the investigation of various types
of polymers: homopolymers (1—3), random (4) and multicomponent compolymers
(5), liquid—crystalline polymers containing mesogenic groups (6,7), comb—like
(8), branched (9) and cross—linked (10) polymer's, polyamic acids (11), poly—
peptides (12—14) and proteins (15). The Pb method was used to solve a wide
range of problems of polymer physics. The dependence of the intramolecular mobility (1MM) of the polymer on its chemical structure: the length, nature and
position of substituents at the carbon atoms of the main chain (6) and stereo—
regularity (16), on micro—heterogeneity in copolyzaers chains with different
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units and the distribution of micro—blocks along the copolyrner chain has
been established. The change in the 1MM of the macroiuoleöules accompanying in—
tranioleoular

hydrogen bonding aiii the formation of OL —helical parts or local

structures of the 'spin" type (1) has also been established. it became possib—
le to determine the contribution of hydrophobic interactions of non-polar po—

groups in water to the change in the lL of polymer chains (,17). With
the aid of the Ha method the effect of various structural traneforinations in
the macronioleoular coil on the 1MM of the polymer could be determined. The PL
method is very useful for the etudy of coil—globule transitions (7,12—14,17).
was possible to observe for the first time the coil—globule
transition in a carbon chain polymer in water on heating (18), in synthetic
polypeptides upon'variation of the p11 of solution (l2,) and even in synthe—
tic comb—like polymers with niesogenic groups in organic solvents (heptane and
lymer

With its aid it

decane) upon variation of the temperature (7) . The PL method was used to stu—
dy the formation of internal structures in the molecules of a precipitated
polymer in solvent—precipitant mixtures (18).
The P1. method

phase
gee

makes it possible to follow the formation of nuclei of the iaeso—
in the moLecules of liquid—crystalline polymers and the subsequent eta—

of the formation of inner structure (7).

The use of a label permits the determination of the mobility of chain ends
and

in—chain parts and the study of their incorporation into elements with in—

ternal structure when internal structure of various types: helical parts
or globular structure is formed (13,18). The laheling of various chain parts
of the copolymer can be used to study the main features of its structure (4).

The P1 aethod also provides ample possibilities for the investigation of coinp—
lex inulticoinponent systems. Phe labeling with a luminescent marker of the corn—
ponent being investigated permits the study of individual cozaponents of a niul—
ticomponent polynier system. The corresponding examples will be considered
here. It is possible to establish the structure and the niain features of the
formation of polymer—polymer complexes by studying their individual components
(19,20). The investigation of individual coniponents oX stereo—polycornplexes of
iso— and syndiotactic poly(methylmethacrylate) (pi&a) makes it possible to es—
the factors affecting the stereochemical PMA structure.

tablish

In the investigation of polymer networks it is possible to use the 1 method
for the separate study of the mobility of linear fragments (10) and bridge
bonds (the label is inserted into a linear fragment or a bridge bond). On
this basis the methods for the determination of the number of bridges and the
fraction of the molecules of the cross—linking agent fixed at one or both
ends can be developed (9). These methods are used to study the relationships
of the formation of branched and cross—linked polymer systems (9). The method was used to study the formation of internal structure occurring in the
molecules of polymers bonding biologically active substances (BAS) due to the
effect of these substances, e.g. surfactants and other compounds (21,22).This
method was also used to solve some problems of polymer chemistry such as an
important problem of the relationship between the reactivity of the functional
oups of the polymer and the mobility of the chain part bearing these groups
(4). By using luminescent markers and the PL method it was possible to study
the structural kinetic heterogeneity of copolyniers (Z3) and proteins (15).
The ample possibilities of the P'L method that will be considered in the present paper are due to some specific features of this method.
Main features of the PL method
PL method is based on the measurement of the polarized luminescence of the
solution of a polymer containing luminescent markers attached to it by a covalent bond. Its important features is high sensitivity of the L parameters
being measured to the change in small—scale (nano—second) relaxation processes.
in the macronioleoular coil • These small—scale relaxation processes are most

irofoundly affected by various changes in intra— and intermolecular contacts
(18). It is possible to study various structural transformations in macromolecules because the PL parameters being measured are very sensitive to the changes in intra— and intermolecular interactions.
The second important feature of the FL method is the possibility of carrying
out investigations in very dilute solutions at a polymer concentration as 1o
as 0.003 per cent. This means that only a small amount of the polymer is nea—
dad for the experiment and, which is particularly important, intramolecular
interactions are less complicated by intermacroniolecular contacts.
The choice of solvents for this method is almost unlimited: it is possible to
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study aqueous so1ttions of polymers at any p11 and ionic strenzths and pQ1yLer
solutions In any (polar and non'polar) soIvnts. Jiowever, strng acids (suV
phuric anU dichioroacetic acids) cannot be used as solvents since they are
efLective luminescence quenchers.
The use of an Lid for distinguishing the desired component oL a LaulticoLnponent
polymer systeu or a part oI the main or side polymer chain also greatly e—
tends the possibilities of using the lL method and obtaining new inforuaation
with its aid.

At present the problem of obtaining a po1yuer containing a covalently bonded
luminescent marker and that of introducing this niar1er into the desired coin—
ponent of a multicoiaponent system have been coLip1ete1y solved by 'aovyak
and co-'workers (18, section 3). They synthesized the required monomers, rearn
gents containing luminescent anthracene (indole or naplithalene) groups and
developed the methods for the bonding of luminescent g'oups to polyuiers with
various chemical structures (18). it is advisable to use an anthracene con—
taming luminescent group (iG) bonded to the polymer. it was found that when
an anthracene ring was bound to the polymer chain in the position 9 it provi—
ded most inforiaation. in this case the direction of the dipole moment of trail—
sition coincides with that of the bond attaching the LG to the polymer. As a
result, the mobility of the LG about the adjoining bond Is not revealed in FL.
The motion of the anthracene ring in a short side chain about the bond neigh—
bouring the adjoining bond can occur only with the vibrational motion of the
main polymer chain because the anthracen.e group is very bulky. lience, the mo—
tion of the anthracene ring bonded to the polymer in the position 9 reflects
the mobility of the main chain or the intramolecular mobility (iMi) of the po—
lymer.
POLARIZED LUMINESCENCE OF SOLUTIONS OF POLYMZS CONTAINING
LUMINESCENT GJOUPS A) MICRO—B1IOWNIAN MOTION OF LABELED
MACROMOLECULES

the above mentioned features of the FL method result from those physical
relationships on which the method is based (4,25). The theory of the relationship between the polarization of luminescence (degree of polarization) P and
All

the relaxation spectra of macromolecules containing luminescent markers (LM),
the basis of which is considered in (Ref.25) is widely developed by Gotlib
(18,26,27). The degree of polarization P is equal to (ii, — iL)/(i%% i i) where

I and I. are the intensities of luminescent light with vectors parallel and
perpendicular to the vector of the exciting light, respectively.
Luminescence appears when a molecule that can luminescence passes

from the

electronic state into the ground state. Those molecules are excited
(i.e., absorb the exciting light) the direction of whose absorbing, oscillators
at the moment of excitation coincides with the vector of the exciting light.
excited

Upon excitation the molecules with a certain orientation are distinguished

from chaotically arranged molecules. At the moment of emission delayed from
equal to the lifetime of the excited
the moment of excitation by the time
state this orientation may not be maintained if during the micro—Brownian mo-

8 during the time t. The
polarization of luminescence P and the value of (Cose1ationahip
8(t)> where
t is the time during which the rotation takes place is determined by the equation

tion the molecules rotate by an angle

between' the

Signs I and

—

)

(1)
refer to the excitatioz of luminescence with natural (non-'pola—

[l/P*1/3]

[i/P4,*

1/3]{( 3/Zt J [<Cos2 8> —i/3] exp ( —t/(C)at}

rized) or linearly polarized light and observation is carried out in the direction normal to that of the exciting light.

The value of P , the limiting polarization of luminescence for completely immobile oscillators, is determined by the chemical structure of the luminescent molecule and the conditions of excitation of luminescence. The relation—
ship between the polarization of luminescence P of the luminescent group bonded to the polymer chain and the relaxation spectrum of the labelled polyrner

is

detrmined by the equation

[V 1/3] /[V

1/3]

f/(1 + 3'rlvi)}

1
(2)
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where q; and f are the times and weights of single relaxation processes in
which th luminscent oscillator participates, respectively.
Polarized luminescence of macromolecules with anthacenec.ontaininglwnines'
cent gioupe TJAJ
The change in the polarization f luminescence ot a solution oX a polyaer
with covalently bonded anthracene containing LG can also be described in a
two—time approximation

l/3]*{r1/(l ÷ 3Vt'tw)*fa'( 3tf/tLG)J' (3)
in the poly
where cc'11, is the relaxation time characterizing the motion of
the time characterizing the lkI of the polymer (18). Eq.(3)
mer and 'w
:'/ !#.

V3/LVP0*

shows thai the mobility oX LG or the 1MM of the polymer change the polarizati—
and T do
on of luminescence and can be determined by the PL aethod ie q

not differ from Vf the lifetime oX luminescence, by a factorLeater ¶j

100. For anthracene containing LO V is 5 to 10 nanoseconts and this means
that for these macrouiolec4les the times determined by the Ph method are in

the nanosecond range: 10' to lOO sec.
Relaxation times of small—scale relaxation processes are proportional to sol—
r (28). Rapid motions of anthracene containing LG
vent viscosity P :
about the bonds that do not ajoin the anthracene—group aLtect the polarizati—
on of luminescence in viscous solvents at •(T/r )< 2.1o2 4/oP where P is the
temperature in Oj(• The values of VJf in viscous solvents become comparable
to V. The motion of the anthracene tG group about the bond adjoining the anthracene ring at 09 is not reflected in Pb. Relaxation times o1 slower motions o the chain in which L.Q ta1es part become comparable to V' in less via—
cous solvents, (T/ )>2.io Iç1cP. Hence, for the determination of the times
slow relaxation processes in polymer molecules containing LG usu—
of
the dependence of P for a solution of a polyiier containing U in mixed
solvents on the viscosity of a mixed solvent is measured at a constant tempe-

fast att

ally

rature T. Relaxation times V characterizing the intramolecular mobility
(1MM)

of the polymer are
cc

determined by the equation

— [('/' + ]/3 )3C/ [V — V P J

(4)

where ]/p4 is the parameter characterizing the contribution of high frequency
motions of the marker to the relaxation spectrum of the labelled luminescent
polymer. The parameter uP' is determined with the aid of the dependence of
1/P on (T/tL); at constant0T the linear part of the curve (T/t > 2.102 K/cP)
may be extrapolated to (T/ ) = 0 to give the value of lIP'. The value of
1/P1 for LG of a definite chemical structure depends on th structure (type)
of he luminescent marker (LM) containing LG and on the interaction between
LG (LM) and the macromolecular environment. For anthracene—containing LG

these interactions are the steric interactions between the anthracene ring
and the macromolecular environment when the macromolecular coil becomes
more compact or the interactions between other groups of side chains bearing

LG and the macromolecular environment as well as hydrophobic interactions
between the antracene group and non-polar groups of water soluble polymers
in water. For macromolecular coils in organic solvents, the value of lIP'
is determined only by the type of
(in the°ab—
for anthraoeneeontaining
sence of specific interactions between other LM groups and macromolecular environment) (Table 1).

I

Data for other types of LM, LM2' UI7, UI8, LL9 and UL11, have been reported
proviously (18).
For the determination of relaxation times V characterizing the lUl of macromolecules without internal structure it is sufficient to measure P (or the inverse value V) of the luminescent light of the polymer solution investigated.

The relationship of changes in the parameter VP for macromolecules with internal structure in water and organic solvents can be easily studied. To determine the values of l/p, the dependence V (T/r1 ) is obtained for a solution of labelled polymer in solvent mixtures containing a viscous additive and
is plotted taking into account the effect of this additive on the lifetime of
and the thermodynamic strength o! the solvent. It has been
luminescence
shown (28) that (i/p —
) changes proportionally to the intrinsic viscosi—
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(i/c

—

ty of a polymer solution [t7] or

).

for various types of anthraoene-con'
taming markers (LM). The anthracene goup is bonded to the
polymer chain in the position 9,250C, excitation by non-pola
TABLI 1. Values of VL

rued light, k . 365 nm.

z

tit1i

'j

cRCH,./
CHL
/'

j'

?

O Y'ri
9

CH1

C0
0,

"

0
Cit2

oO

CH2

I
M5

LM6

LM1

kM3

LM

O

8,3

9,0

16

20

Effect

TABLE .

C=O

of a viScous additive on the lifetime of lunii—
solution in methyl acetate—

tr]

and
for a PMMA
nesoence
triacetin, UI1 marker, 25°C.

Triacetin content of

f,ns

[ri], dl/g

0

4,4

0.60

5

4.7

20

4.7

35

5.1

4o

5.8

mth_ytate (weight

—

0.54

The data in Table 2 show only a slight change in ci: and [ri] upon variation
of the composition of the mixed solvent but this change should be taken into
account for a precise determination of the parameter 1/Pt.
For anthracene containing LG the examples of changes in the contribution of
high frequency motions of LG (parameter ]/p') upon variation of Intramacromo—
lecular structure are shown in Fig.l.
When the solution of a polymer containing UI is heated, the amplitude of high
frequency motions of UI increases (18).
In our experiments luminescence was excited with non-polarized light. The lu
minescence time 't was measured with a phase fluorometer for all the investigated polymers UI types and solvents. Some values of ¶ for the labeled FMUA
in metbylaoetate are given in Table 3 as examples. The wavelength of the exciis 365 wa.
for antbracene—containing polymers

ting light

Polarized luminescence of macromolecules containing luminescent indole oups
The FL method was applied to the investigation of macromolecules containing
luminescent indole groups in tryptophan residues. The value of parameter 1/YJ
was estimated for macromolecules without internal structure and
change
was studied upon variation of intramacromoleoular structure (Table 4). The data in Table 4 show that the amplitude of high frequency motions, of indole
groups (parameter l/p ) changes when both the groups capable of hydrogen
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(t)

pH6

s

LI

Dependence a) 1)

i/p'

(pH) aixi 2) b0 (pH) and

b) i)i/p'

( /c5 (t), where b is the Uoffit—You4
the opt1al
activity and Y is the temperature

2)[)(t) and 3)

[J

is
constant,
a) the random coll-'cC.-thelix

transition, polyglutamic acid

0.2 Al

(12.).

NaCI, marker—LM, 250c

in

b) random coil—globule tran-

sition, oholesterol ester of poly—N—methacry1oyl—'.J-'oycarbo—
acid, PCII MbA—b in heptane, L41 marker.

xylio

TABLZ 3. Values

of the luminescence time V,

PMMA

in

methyl

acetate

—

-

Types of Ui,

(see Table 1)

Vf,
PDME —

ns

Poly

LM5

I.IL6

8.3

7.6

l.M10

4.4

3.6

PDMLM4 in methyl
acetate
3,4

(l,2—dimethoxyethylene).

bonding, (Table 4, lines 6—8) and non—polar g'oups (Table 4, lines 4—5)
are present in macroniolecular environment. Indole containing kG in labeled po—
lymers and, hence, in proteins as well, provide information on the mobility of
LG rather than on that of the main polymer chain in contrast to anthracene—
containing LLA (29,3A This follows from a comparison of the reduced values of

relaxation times CC h and ¶r) obtained for polymers containing the an—

thracene groups in e &ain chain (m.oh,) and those containing the indole
groups, respectively (Table 4) (29). Anthracene—containing JA (anttiracene ring
is bonded to the polymer chain in the position 9) provide information about
the mobility of the main chain of the polymer even if the anthracene ring is
bonded to a short side chain (e.g., lt in Table 1), since in this case
also the mobility of the main chain is distinctly reflected in the change in
the Pb of anthracene—containing polymers owing to the large bulk of the an—
thracene group. The difference in the amount of information provided by indo—
le— and anthracene—containing LG is due to different structural features of
these LO. In contrast to anthracene—containing LG, in indole—containing UI the
dipole moment of the transition of the indole group does not coincide with the
direction of the bond attaching the UI to the polymer. Hence, the low frequency motion of the indobe group itself (less bulky than the anthracene ring)
about the adjoining bond is manifested in Pb. On the basis of the Pb of indole
groups it is possible to obtain information about the mobility of tryptophan
residues in proteins containing indole groups. This information is of great
interest to the solution of various problems of molecular biology.
INVESTIGATION OP THE INTRAMOLECULAE MOBILITY (1MM) OF POLYMLS
WITH ANTBRACENECONTAINING LUMINESCENT MARAEUS BY THE PA. METHOD

This investigation made it possible to establish the changes in the 1MM of po—
lymers upon variation of their chemical and intraniacromolecular structure and
intra— and intermolecular interactions of various types. If relaxation times
characterizing the 1MM of polymers are known, this characteristic can be used
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the study of complex multicomponent polymer systems, their atructure,and
for the determination of the effect of various structure—forming factors. The
following part of the present worl deals with the analysis of these data.
for

TABLE 4. Comparison of relaxation tiine characterizing the moand relaxation times
bility of the main polymer chain,
of the relaxation ocçss manifested In he PL of indole—con-'
The values of V are reduced to one
taming polymers,
value of solvent viscosity reã 0.38 cp. Excitation with non—
polarized light, Aexo 296 nm. Location of IG
in PMMA (i1M)—Trp and in Glu—Trp, Glu—Leu—Trp, in proteins

/

H

CH2

N

1

PMMA

t

Solvent ,

Polymer

0
ns

T)l/p1
ns

(ia)

Vf
(lu)

1.4

13.5

3.0

2.2

11

3.4

1.6

13.5

3.0

1.8

13

1.9

9

11.5

2.5

10

2.7

13.5

5.4

52

4.8

11

4.7

0

52

10.8

9

3.5

p11 7

—

10.3

2.1

8.5

DUF

2

PMMA

Methyl acetate

3

Glu—Trp

0.2 M N1 pM 7.0

13

0.2MNl p114.3

38

8.3

(200: lao1.

4
5

Glu—Leu-Trp 0.2 M Nl pH 4.8 >60
(83:17 ;0 .8)$

6

pg

7

PMAA

wet er—NH O .3
water—NaOH o.12

PMA4

water—Md

8
9

oL-lactal— water
bumin

19

PuAA —

polymethacrylic aoid, (G1u—Trp) and (Glu—Leu-Trp) are
oopolymera

When relaxation times t' for polymer solutions in solvents of various viscosities are compared, all the values of
are reduced to one value, the
solvent viscosity, ç red 0.38 cP and Vw1'
V', ('1red?).
Chemical

structure and the 1MM of the polyser
Polyméthylene, polyoxyethylene and po1ymethIacrylate, polymers without bulky
aubstituents at the d aiil f5 carbon atoms of the main chain, exhibit high
1MM and Vw <. 1 ns. When substituents appear and increase in length and bulk,
the I1i of the polymer decreases and the values of Vw increases (Table 5,
lines I and 2—8).
The 1MM of the polymer is sensitive to its structural star eoregularity for a
polymer with bulky substituents at each carbon atom, such as poly (1,2.—dime—
thoxyethylene). The value of tw increases from 4.5 nsec to 10.3 nseo (methyl acetate, 25°c) even if the fraction oX IL of regular triad segnenoes "mm"
py"
of the structure
?"3decreases as little as from 86 to
74%. If an intramolecular hydroen bond is. formed in polymer molecules, INN
decreases and tw inoreases (Table 5, lines 10 and 9). There are many examples of the effect of hydrophobic interactions between the non—polar groups of
the polymer on its 11w in aqueous solutions. The interaction oX methyl groups
in non—ionized PM&A molecules in water leads to a considerable increase in intramolecular hindrance (Table 5, lines 10 and ii). This is caused not only by
the appearance of new intrachain contacts, hydrophobic interactions of non-

,
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TABLE 5. Effect of chemical structure and intramolecular in-

teractions on the i (Vre )

N

Polymer

1. Polymethylene—polymethyl

of

the polymer. 1red°•38 CJi

Solvent

Jed,

toluene

<1

toluene

4.3

chloroform

2.5

acrylate

2. Polysiethyl methacrylate—
PMA—l
3. PMAl
4.

pz—4

—

5.

PMA—6

—t

—

4.1
5.3

6. PM.A—lO

—

**

—

6.5

7. PMA—16

—"

—

8.8

——

p

8. PMA—22
9 •

10.
11.
12.

wat er—HC1 ci.

PAA

water—NH

PMAA

water—Ed
U

PMAA

—

0

10

4.9

0.1

d. ;250C 33
U

0;60°c

52

oL—degree of ionization, FAA — polyacrylic acid.

polar methyl groups, but also by the processes of intramacromolecular struc—
turization (1,2). The increase in hydrophobic interactions of non—polar
groups in water when aqueous solutions are heated to 60°C is also reflected
in an increase in Intramolecular hindrance (Table 5, lines 11 and 12). By
using the P1. method It is possible to observe even fine changes in intramac—
romolecular contacts, such as the change in the polymer—polymer and polymer—
solvent Interactions upon variation of the thermodynamic strength of the solvent. When it decreases, relaxation times describing the 1MM of the polymer
increase Inversely proportionally to the change in the intrinsic viscosity
trfl of a polymer solution. Table 6 gives as an example data for poly (1,2
dImethoxyethylene)

(P0MB) although the ratio C'(VCrj) ) is valid for all

the polymers investigated over a wide range of changes in the thermodynamic.
strength of the solvent (28).
TABLE 6. Effect of the thermodynamic

strength of the solvent

on the 1MM of poly l,2—dimethoxyethy1ene) molecules (Vjed),
red 0.38 OP, 25.C

Solvent
Water
Methanol
Methyl acetate

Toluene

[J,dVg
0.70
0.51
o.46
0.40

cred

—

!1

8.0
9.5

10.3
14

Electrostatic interactions of polymer groups bearing ctiaz!ges of the same
sign (of catlonic or anionic nature) do not appreciably affect the 1MM of the
polymer.

Pine

structure of copolymer molecules. The application of the P1. method to

iIii investigation of copolymers make it possible to establish such features
of their fine structure as the occurrence of micro—blocks, micro—heterogeneity in unit distribution, the size of micro—blocks and even the details of
micro—block distribution along the chain. These data were obtained for water—
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soluble copolymers of vinyl alcohol and vinyl acetate (VA1-Vac) with different
compositi one and prepared in different ways and for c opolymers of vinylpyrro—
lydone and methacrylic acid. It was found that the dependence of IM& on the
composition of the VAl—VAo copolymer is deteriiined not only by the micro—heterogeneity but also by the micro—block sequence (iig.a and Table 7).

TABLE 7. Effect of conditions for obtaining a copolymer of vi-

nyl alcohol and vinyl acetate (V-Vc) on the inhomogeneity
of distribution of the VAc units (parameter L) and the li&t of
the copolymer (ct) in water, 250C.

ConditiOns of the preparation of a VA1—VAc
copolymer (solvent for
PVA Saponification)

Methanol

Lr'inhomogeneity

V

ne

(mar ker i.t4)
Content of Vc units. jmole %)

parameter

8

20

5.6

7.3

8

Ethanol

1.1
1.5

Water—acetone mixture

5

1.3
3.5

10.5

9:

30

Fig,2. 1MM (Ta) of the VA1—VAc (vinyl alcohol—vinyl acetate)
copolymer vs content of Vac units. Method of the copolymer
preparation — saponification of polyvinyl acetate 1. in a
water—acetone mixture, 2. in ethanol, 3. in methanol.

of intramolecularstructure_and 1MM of the olr.
any typi in polymer molecules leads to
a considerable intramolecular hindrance.
When secondary structure in polyglutamic acid molecules is formed, i.e.,after
increase by a facthe random coi1——helix transition, relaxation times
tor of three (12). The same changes are observed in the molecules of polyme—
thacrylie acid when local structures are formed (I). If elements of tertiary
structure appear as a result of the interaction of local structures both in
polymer molecules with mesogenic groups (7) and in the molecules of the copo—
lymer of glutamic acid and leucine (83;17), Glu—L.eu, relaxation times increase by one order of magiitude (12).
Formation

he formation of internal structure of

Times S characterizing the 1MM of the polymer increase by one order of magnitude o! more when structures of globular type are formed in macromolecules.
The PL method was used to detect and study the formation of a structure of
the molecules of synthetic polypeptides in aqueous solutions
globular type
upon variation of ph (12), in molecules of a water—soluble carbon chain polymer, poly (l,2—dirnethoxyethylene) (PDi1E) in water on heating (17) and in mole-

in

cules of comb—like polymers containing mesogenic groups in long side chains

in organic solvents when the temperature was varied (Fig.3) (6,7), The relationships for the formation of globular structure are established: the depen-

dence

of the range of random coil—globule transition

on the molecular weight
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of the polymer and the absence of this dependence on polymer

concentration

when it is varied by one order of magnitude over the range from 0.003 to

0.03, which shows the intramolecular character of the transition. These relationships are also observed when internal structure in polymer molecules is
formed due to the action of a precipitant, naturally, when dilute polymer solutions are investigated (with dilution as low as a few thousandths of per
cent).

The FL method allows a direct observation of the formation of a compact globule: the increase In the mobility of .the macromoleoule, as a whole on the background of increasing Intramolecular hindrance (1g.3). As the coil becomes more compact, the mobility of the macromolecule as a whole increases and the
times Twhole decrease. This leads to a characteristic bell—shaped plot of
observed for various polymers when a globular type of structuchanges In 9
re is formed in macromolecules (Plg.3).

MobilIy of chain end and Its change caused by the formation of Intramacromo—

lecular tucture.
The bondIng of LG to the end of the chains of polymethylsiethacrylate, polystyrene and the copolymer of glutamic acid and leucine makes it possible to observe that the mobility of a chain end is higher than that of the in—chain
units (18,13) (Table 8).

TABLE 8. Relaxation times characterizing the mobility of the
in—chain, V(I), and end, 'C,(ii), units, 250C.
—

Polymer

in methyl acetate
Polystyrene in toluene
Glu—Leu (83 :17) oopolyuier in

V,(I),ne
8.3

8.9
15

0.2 14 N1, pH 6.5, coil
Glu—Leu (83:17) copolymer in

O.2MNl, o(—he1ix

48

Type of't(iI),ns
LM

LM
"
kM2
)

"

3.1
4.1
5

12

:

By using the FL method it was possible to study the effect of the formation
of Intramacromoleoular structure on the mobility of the main chain and its
end taking as an example Glu—Leu (83:17) (12,13). It was found that not only
the in—chain part of the main—chain but also its mobile end is incorporated
in the parts of the macromolecule internal structure in all the stages of the
formation of this intramnacromolecular structure (la,l3) (Fig.4).

SThDY OF MULT1COMPONE?1T POLYM SYSTEMS BY TIlE FL MEPILD

Block co1ymers
The Investigation of multi—component copolymers consisting of macro—blocks
having a molecular weight of tens and even hundreds of thousands, such as
three—bloci copolymers based on polystyrene (es) and polymethylmethacrylate
(P14MA) or polymethacrylic acid (P1tA) by the IL method made it possible to
reveal structural transformations in the block copolymer molecules due to the
action of selective solvents and to study their dependence on the chemical
structure and the molecular weight of blocks and their sequence in the polymer chain (5). In these experiments block copolymers of the ABA and BAB types
were investigated. The study of the 11414 of Individual blocks shows the structural changes that occur in each block in different solvents. The comparison
of the 1W of the block with that of the homopolymer of the corresponding che-

mical structure and molecular weight also makes it possible to observe the
changes in inter—block interactions upon variation of the solvent. For the
PMMA—PS—IMMA, PMAA—P$—PMAA and PS—PMM.4—PS block copolymers the conditions for
the formation of various structures: a) globular, b) dumbell— and c) ring
structure were established (Fig.5) (5). Table 9 gives as an example the data
describing the change in the 11414 of the PMLLA and PS homopolyisers and the
PMI&A* and PS blocks in three—block copolyniers; IMA*_PS_PMMA*, pSpgA*pS
and PMMA_pS*_PMMA in toluene—octane when solvent composition is varied, Sym
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bol* refers to the labelled block copolymer component.

a)

ris

8)

rs

ed

reeL

600

60

2
200

20

I
0

hO

I

I

70°C

10

80°C

Change in V during the random coil—globule transition
the following polymer molecules.
a) poly (1,2-'dimethoxyethylene) in water on heatin&, i —
Fig.3 •

in

18000 (17), b) cholesterol ester of poly—N—
methacryloyl—w—aminolauric acid (PChMALA) (P280000) in heptane on cooling (6,7).
1) 80000and 2)

Its
60

2.

20

0

jI'
5'0p}( 60

Fig.4. Change in the mobility of 1)

the chain end (Ve) and
2) in—chain units (Cm.ch.) in the molecules of a copolymer
of glutamic acid and leucine (83:lTh) in aqueous solutions
(0.2 M Nl) upon variation of pli for the transition:random
coil (1)-.—helix (11)—compact structure—globule (III),w7ooO.
TABLE 9. Intramolecular mobility (1MM) of polymer chains of
individual blocks of three—block copolymers and 1MM (Vu) of
hoinopolymers with the same chemical structure and similar mo—
lecular weight in selective solvents, 25°C.
Polymer in toluene—
octane

octane
content, weight
12
17

22

vw, ns
PMMA

p$—p—p$
ptsL*_p_p*
PS

4.3

6.2
6.2

10.5
10.5

51
51

4.3

6.2

33

82

3.9

4.1

4.2

4.3

3.6
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ymer—polymer complexes.
Po1ymer—polymer complexes of all types afford another example of multicompo—
nent polymer systems the formation and properties of which are extensively
studied by the P1.. method. They include polycompi.exes (pc) consisting of poly—
mar chains complementary to each other with respect to the structure and chemistry (19,20) complexes of the molecules of synthetic polymers with proteins
(31) and stereopolycomplexes. !hen a PC is formed, the mobility of polymer
chains changes by one order of magnitude or more, in (2MM—PEG) C (PEa ispo—

lyethyleneglcol) the hindered IMA of P1M becomes even more hindered (77 na
f or free PMAA and 300 ns for PMAA in the (PMAA—PEG) PC in aqueous solutions),
However, the motion of PEGS chains that exhibit very high mobility in the ftee
state
c 1 ns for free PEG chains in water) becomes also hindered:V30O
xis for PEG in (PA—PEG) PC in aqueous solutions.

BLOCK COPOLYMERS
PS

S
PMAA-PS-PMAA

PMMA PMMA

PMAA-PS-PMAA

(92% dioxane+ (60% dioxane + 40% toluene) (25% octane+
75%to(uene)
8% H20)

(I)

(3)

(2)

Structural transformations in the
block copolyniers in selective solvents.
Fig.5.

molecules

of three—

When polymer chains of iso— and syndiotactic PMMA form stereopolycomplexes
(in D1.LF), relaxation times characterizing the IM& of PMMA increase by one

order of magnitude: from 9 to 90 ns. The Pi method has been used in the study
of the relationships for the formation ot PC (19,20) and stereo-PC and for
establishing the duration of contacts stabilizing PC (20). The study of ste-

reo

allowed the establishment of factors affecting-the formation of regular sequences in the growing PMMA chains.

0

Li

8

12

16

( =(BAS'[VNH]

Eig.6, 1MM of the polymer carrier of BAS vs BAS content in
aqueous solution, 5°C.
BASC15K2m+l
OSO3Na alkyl suiphates, l—ni8, 2—nil5, A copolymer
of vinyl pyrrolidone
and vinylamine (vp'vu ) (90:10 weight %)
was
used
as
polymer
carrier. Polymer concenration in the solvent was 0.5 to 1 mg/nil,
J? (BA5]/(vN1j) is the content of BAS
y

amine units in moles and moles of the monomer unit
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Polymer carriers of biologically active substances (BAS)

he aplioation of the P1. method to the study of the formation of internal

structure in the molecules of polymer carriers of BAS due to the action of BAS
allows the determination of the conditions for tbe formation of a polyiner—BAS

complex in aqueous solutions depending on the chemical structure of the polymer and BAS and the p11 and ionic strength of solution (2i,2). The change in
the 1MM of the polymer carrier under the influence of BAS upon variation of
the polymer: BAS ratio is described by curves in F'ig.6 for two BAS with different structures.

Copetirg interaction of couponentsin multicomponent polynerytems.
Tie P1. method permits to obtain informa1ion on the competing interaction of
components in multicomponent polymer systems when labelled and nonlabelled in—
teracting components are used. The P1. method was employed to study the competing interaction in reactions of the formation of polymer—polymer complexes
(pc) (20) or in the polymer—BAS reactions (22), i.e., in reactions affecting
the 1MM of the polymer (Pig.7).

in Pig.7 the change in 1/P describes the course of the substitution reaction
in aqueous solution in the system
pAA* + PC (P4M PEG)
PC (p* PEG) * PMAA
where PAA is the polyacrylic acid containing a luminescent marker. Yhen the
PMM concentration in the (PA* PEG) PC solution increases, the fraction of
pAAw molecules displaced from PC increases and ]/ also increases since the
much higher than that of FAA molexis)
1MM

of free FAA molecules (V .3

cules

in PC (V, = 50

is

xis).

20

16

I2
0

05

t5

to
[PMAAJ/[PARJ

Pig.?. Depezence of i/p for an aqueous solution of C (PAA*_
PEG) on the concentration of PMA.A in

the monomer

unit) [PAAJ/EPEGI =

1.

solution (in moles of

Branched polymers with covalent junctions.
he use of the FL methodin the study of the formation of branched and cross—
linked polymers in the copolymerization of methyl methacrylate () with a
bifunctional anthracene—containing monomer permitted the some new relationships to be established (9). The main conclusion is that it is the number
of interchain bridge bonds per linear cross-linked chain that determines
the formation of the gel fraction and the position of the gel point rather
than the relative content of the bridging reagent and the monomer in the
reaction mixture. On the basis of the PL method a procedure was developed
for the determination of the content of luminescent bridge bonds in the system and that of the bridge reagent reacting at one end. This determination is
based on different mobilities of the anthracene group in the bridge and in a
side radical bonded at one end. The dependence of i/p for a toluene solution
of copolymer of MMA and luminescent bifunctional reagent on the time of copo—
lymerization describes the insertion of the bifunctional monomer into the
bridge bond (Fig.8).

olubie polymer networks.
The FL method is widily used to study insoluble cross—linked polymers in a
solvent for linear chains comprising the network (10). For this investigation
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the insoluble cross—linked polymer is dispersed into particles of the size of
The effect of cross—linking on the 1MM
fragments was investigated taking as an example cross—linked PIILAA and PAA in water containing a
marker in the linear fragment. The value of
a cross—linked system increases several times as compared to that for linear chains (at 2 content of
the cross—linking agent in the reaction mixture) (Table 10).

of linear
for

10. Intramolecular mobility (C na) for the molecules
of linear PMAA and PAA hoinopolymers and linear fragmens of
cross—linked polymers; PIiAA—C and PAA—C in water at 25 C.oLi
TABLE

the

degree of ionization.

Polymer

vw,

—
oL

90

15
45

2

PItA

1

oL

410

PMAA

PMAAC

0

'Is

10

20
36
— PAAC
When linear PMAA chains are crosslinked, their internal structure is retained,
When the carboxy groups of PMAA are ionized, the degradation of those parts
of linear PMAA fragments in the network that exhibit an internal structure
occurs cooperatively, just as in linear chains, and cross—linking displaces
the transition towards higher c. values (degree of ionization).

o

0 2 'i U6me 8

10

hours

Fig.8. Dependence of i/p for a copolymer of methyl methacryla—
te and dimethacrylic ester of bisoxyinethyl anthracene in to—
luene on copolymerization time.
allows the study of the main features of protein association on
a polyelectro]yte network and the mobility and density of packing of protein
globules interacting with the network. These data were obtained for the lyso—

The PL method

zyme—cross—linked PMAA system.
sTRueTuRAL-KINETIc EETER0G1JEITY AND REACTIVITY OF FIfl TIONAL
GROUPS

OF COPOLYMERS.

Of the problems of polymer chemistry for the solution of which the P1. method
was used one can cite such an important problem as the effect of the structural—kinetic heterogeneity of copolymer molecules on the reactivity of the

functional groups of the copolymer.

It

has been shown for the copolymers of strene and oC—methylatyrene that
the reactivity of functional groups is higher in those copolyiners which contain parts exhibiting high mobility (4). idel—Crafts reaction of the phenyl
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s

groups of polystyrene with chloromethylanthracene as the lunilnescent agent
a result of the reaction a marker appears on the
polymer with the aid of which the siobility of the reacted part is studied.
The data show that the functional groups of the polymer are more reactive in
the parts exhibiting high mobility then in those with hindered aobility. lien—
cc, to establish the structural—kinetic heterogeneity of copolyuer molecules,
the reaction of functional groups with a luminescent agent should be carried
out In two stages. in one experiment reaction with the luminescent agent
should be carried out and the mobility of the chain part containing the reac—
ted groups should be measned. In another experiment first the reaction with
a dark reagent with a chemical structure close to that of the luminescent
agent should be carried out, and then one should carry out the reaction with
the luminescent agent and measure the mobility of the parts containing those
functional groups that for some reason exhibit lower reactivity than that of
the g'oups reacting first. The mobility of these parts is found to be hindered. These data have been obtained for copolyuiers of methacrylate and methyl
methacrylate (23). Structural—kinetic heterogeneity is exhibited most dig—
tinotly in protein molecules as has been shown taking chymotrypsinogen as an
example (15).

has been earned out (4).

CO!LUSION
The examples reported in the present paper briefly illustrate the possibiliti—
es of the Pb method that can be widely use to study different problems. This

is mainly due both to the establishment o the behaviour o L these1ves
under various experimental conditions and to the successful choice of LG. The
major factor in the development oi the IL method was the establishment of the
procedures for covalent bonding LG to the polymer and the preparation of a
system of model labelled anthracene-containing polyters (more than a hundred)
with the aid of which the relationships between PI and the structure and bcation of the markers and the structure and conformational behaviour of poly—
mer chains were determined. It was possible to solve these problemsby using
a system of anthracene—containing monomers, and reagents and methods for ob—
taming labelled polymers developed by Krakovyak and co-workers. On this basis
all anthracene-'containing polymers mentioned in the present paper were obtained. It should also be noted that the amount of £41 in labelled polymers is
usually 1 leG per 1000 monomer units of the main polymer. Special experiments
showed that this small amount of LG. bonded to the polymer does not effect its
properties. When new polymers and polymer systems are investigated by the L
method or when its data are interpreted, one should bear in mind the factors
that affect the small—scale relaxation processes and, hence, the polarization
of luminescence and take into account the changes in the viscosity and the
thermodynamic strength of the solvent, the marker structure, the location of
in the polymer chain (in the mainchain, at the end of the main or side
chains) and the interaction between La and the niacromolecular environment.
these factors can easily be taken into account on the basis of
the PL relationships for solutions of anthracene—containing polymers established with the aid of model labelled polymers. If all these relationships are
taken into account, the interpretation of data obtained by the Pb method is
fairly simple and clear conclusions can be drawn on the main features of the
structure and dynamic behaviour of polymers and complex multicomponent polymer
systems.
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